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Abstract
The number of neuroimaging data sets publicly available is growing at fast rate. The increase in
availability and resolution of neuroimaging data requires modern approaches to signal processing for
data analysis and results validation. We introduce the application of sparse multiway decomposition
methods (Caiafa and Cichocki, 2012) to linearized neuroimaging models. We show that decomposed
models are more compact but as accurate as full models and can be successfully used for fast data
analysis. We focus as example on a recent model for the evaluation of white matter connectomes
(Pestilli et al, 2014). We show that the multiway decomposed model achieves accuracy comparable to
the full model, while requiring only a small fraction of the memory and compute time. The approach
has implications for a majority of neuroimaging methods using linear approximations to measured
signals.
Keywords. Brain anatomy, Big data, Brain mapping, Brain networks, Connectomics, High-performance
computing, Individualized medicine, Myeline, Personalized medicine, Precision medicine, Tensor de-
composition.
I. Introduction
Neuroscience is transforming. Investiga-
tors have recently started sharing brain
data collected on large human populations
(Scott et al, 2011; Van Essen and Ugurbil,
2012; Van Essen et al, 2013). The modern
era of data sharing has the potential to pro-
mote scientific replicability of results and
advance our understanding of brain func-
tion. Shared data can be accessed by differ-
ent research groups and analytic tools can
be tested and applied to the very same data
in attempt to extend and replicate scientific
results (Pestilli, 2015; Zuo et al, 2014). This
fundamental shift of modern neuroscience
will allow separating the wheat from the
chaff. This paradigm shift is changing the
landscape of brain imaging and motivating
investigators to implement new methods for
data storage, analysis and sharing (Pestilli,
2015).
Hereafter, we show that modern
neuroimaging can benefit from re-
cent developments in signal processing
(Caiafa and Cichocki, 2012; Cichocki et al,
2015) to address the new challenges raised
by the most recent growth in data size, reso-
lution and neuroscience models complexity.
Standard signal processing methods in neu-
roimaging are based on classical Linear Al-
gebra and use mathematical objects such as
one dimensional vectors (1D) and two dimen-
sional matrices (2D). Multiway approaches
exploit the properties of arrays of higher or-
der; arrays with three or more dimensions.
Multiway arrays, also referred to as hyper-
matrices or tensors, are the generalization
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Figure 1: Tractography comparison and evaluation. A. Ten major human white matter tracts generated using
probabilistic tractography. B. Ten major human white matter tracts generated using deterministic tractography. C.
Comparison of r.m.s. errors in predicting the diffusion signal of probabilistic and deterministic connectomes.
of vectors and matrices to higher number
of dimensions (ND). Multiway arrays have
two primary advantages when applied to
neuroimaging data compared to classical lin-
ear algebra approaches. First, neuroimag-
ing data are multidimensional in nature and
their structure is preserved by multiway ar-
rays, which in turns allows for straightfor-
ward data addressing. Second, they pro-
vide convenient and compact representations
of neuroimaging models that allows sub-
stantial reduction in memory consumption
(Caiafa and Cichocki, 2013; Cichocki et al,
2015; Mørup, 2011). Below we briefly in-
troduce basic concepts for multyway array
decomposition and show one example ap-
plication of the methods to modeling diffu-
sion imaging and tractography (Pestilli et al,
2014).
dMRI data in combination with fiber
tracking allows measuring the anatomy
and tissue properties of the human white-
matter in living brains (Yeatman et al, 2012;
Yendiki et al, 2011; Zhang et al, 2010). By
measuring living brains this technology
allows correlating the properties of the
white matter tissue and structure with hu-
man behavior, cognition as well as de-
velopment and aging in health and dis-
ease (Samanez-Larkin and Knutson, 2015;
Thomason and Thompson, 2011). dMRI and
tractography generate estimates of white
matter tracts and connections, such estimates
need methods for routine evaluation and val-
idation (Catani et al, 2012; Jones et al, 2013;
Sporns et al, 2005). For example, it is estab-
lished that different tractography methods
can generate different estimates of the shape
of the white matter anatomy (Fig. 1A and B).
Recently we developed a method called
LiFE, Linear Fascicle Evaluation (Pestilli et al,
2014). LiFE is an approach to statistical val-
idation of in vivo connectomes that can be
applied to individual brains. To validate
connectomes in each brain, LiFE requires as
input a set of candidate white-matter fasci-
cles generated using available tractography
algorithms (Cook et al, 2006; Jiang et al, 2006;
Tournier et al, 2012). The candidate fasci-
cles are used to generate a prediction of the
anisotropic diffusion signal measured within
the white matter volume using dMRI. The er-
ror (root mean squared error, r.m.s.) in pre-
dicting the diffusion signal is computed us-
ing cross-validation and used to establish the
accuracy of a tractography solution. For ex-
ample, Fig. 1C shows a comparison of the
cross-validated r.m.s. error of two tractogra-
phy methods in the same brain (the models
shown in Fig. 1A and 1B). The result demon-
strate that in a majority of the white matter
the model in Fig. 1A has lower r.m.s. error
in predicting the diffusion signal.
LiFE predicts the demeaned dMRI data
by finding the linear combination of the dif-
fusion prediction contributed by all individ-
ual fascicles within a connectome.
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Figure 2: The linear fascicle evaluation method (LiFE).
A. Idealized diffusion prediction model for the fas-
cicles in a voxel. The fiber-predicted diffusion sig-
nal in a voxel is modeled by the Steijkal-Tanner
equation (orange surface; Basser and Pierpaoli (2011);
Stejskal and Tanner (1965)), evaluated in the direction
of each fascicle in the voxel (red arrow). B. The dif-
fusion prediction in a voxel with multiple fascicles is
computed as a linear combination of the prediction of
each individual fascicle (Eq. 5). The demeaned diffu-
sion signal (brown) is predicted as the weighted sum
of the predictions from all fascicles (green and red) in
the voxel. C. Global linear model. The demeaned mea-
sured diffusion signal across all white-matter voxels is
organized in a long 1D vector (y). The signal predic-
tion from all fascicle across the full white-matter vol-
ume is organized into a large 2D block-sparse matrix
M. Weights are assigned to each fascicle using an opti-
mization procedure, fascicle weights are organized into
a 1D vector (w). Notations, Nθ represents the number
of diffusion directions, Nv the number of voxels, and
N f the number of fascicles). D. LiFE storage measure-
ments. The size of the LiFE Model (2D matrix M in
Panel C) measured in GB in several brains and data
sets. Matrices built using double floating-point preci-
sion.
The fundamental problem solved by LiFE
is to allow computing an error measure
that can be used for a variety of tasks in
evaluating individual connectomes proper-
ties generated with virtually any tractogra-
phy method (Gomez et al, 2015; Pestilli et al,
2014; Takemura et al, 2015; Yeatman et al,
2014). One consequence of formulating the
LiFE model as a system of linear equations
is the size of the 2D matrix representing the
model (see Fig. 2C and Eq. 8). The compu-
tational demands of the LiFE method repre-
sented as 2Dmatrix are substantial. Given an
approximate human white-matter volume of
500ml, the spatial and directional resolution
of modern dMRI measurements and a rea-
sonable number of fascicles in a connectome,
the size of the LiFE model can be as large as
about 50GB (see Fig. 2D).
Hereafter, we introduce a multiway de-
composition method that reduces the size of
the LiFE model by over 97%. The new multi-
way approach maintains memory consump-
tion under 1GB per brain. The approach
can be applied to any linearized model for
global tractography, tractography evaluation
and microstructure estimation. Below, we (1)
describe the mathematics of the sparse mul-
tiway decomposition, (2) show that memory
consumption is quasi-constant as function of
connectome size when using the decomposi-
tion and (3) replicate major results of the orig-
inal LiFE work using the new approach and
several datasets (Pestilli et al, 2014). We pro-
vide open source software implementing the
LiFE model at github.com/brain-life/life
and francopestilli.github.io/life . Scripts
and data used to generate the results in the
present articles can be found at these reposi-
tories.
II. Materials and Methods
I. Diffusion-weighted MRI acquisi-
tion
Diffusion-weighted Magnetic Resonance
Imaging data (dMRI) were collected in
five males subjects (age 37-39) at the
Stanford Center for Cognitive and Neu-
robiological Imaging using a 3T Gen-
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eral Electric Discovery 750 (General Elec-
tric Healthcare) equipped with a 32-
channel head coil (Nova Medical). This
dataset is published (Pestilli et al, 2014;
Rokem et al, 2015) and publicly available at
http://purl.stanford.edu/rt034xr8593 and
http://purl.stanford.edu/ng782rw8378. Data
collection procedures were approved by
the Stanford University Institutional Review
Board. Written consent was collected from
each participant.
Stanford 96 diffusion directions data set
(STN96): two diffusion-weighted with whole-
brain volume coverage were acquired in five
individuals within a single scan session us-
ing a dual-spin echo diffusion-weighted se-
quence. Water-proton diffusion was mea-
sured using 96 directions chosen using the
electrostatic repulsion algorithm (Jones et al,
1999). Diffusion-weighting gradient strength
was set to 2, 000s/mm2 (TE = 96.8ms). Data
were acquired at 1.5mm3 isotropic spatial res-
olution. Individual data sets were acquired
twice and averaged in k-space (NEX = 2).
Ten non-diffusion-weighted (b = 0) images
were acquired at the beginning of each scan.
Stanford 150 diffusion directions data set
(STN150): for one subject two dMRI data sets
were also acquired in a single session using
150 directions, 2mm3 isotropic spatial reso-
lution and b values of 2, 000s/mm2 (TE =
83.1, 93.6, and 106.9ms).
MRI images for STN96 and STN150 were
corrected for spatial distortions due to B0
field inhomogeneity. To do so, B0 magnetic
field maps were collected with the same slice
prescription as the dMRI data using a 16-
shot, gradient-echo spiral-trajectory pulse se-
quence. Two volumes were acquired before
and after the dMRI scan (TE = 9.091ms and
11.363ms respectively), the phase difference
between the volumes was used as an esti-
mate of the magnetic field.
Subjects’ motion was corrected us-
ing a rigid-body alignment algorithm
(Friston et al, 2004). Diffusion gradients
were adjusted to account for the rotation
applied to the measurements during mo-
tion correction. The dual-spin echo se-
quence we used does not require eddy cur-
rent correction because it has a relatively
long delay between the RF excitation pulse
and image acquisition. This allows for suf-
ficient time for the eddy currents to de-
phase. Processing software is available at
https://github.com/vistalab/vistasoft.
II. Anatomical MRI acquisition and
tissue segmentation
The white/gray matter border was defined
on the average of two 0.7-mm3 T1-weighted
FSPGR images acquired in the same scan
session. Tissue segmentation was performed
using an automated procedure (FreeSurfer
Fischl (2012)) and refined manually
(http://www.itksnap.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php).
III. Whole-brain connectomes gen-
eration and visualization
Fiber tracking was performed using the MR-
trix 0.2 toolbox (Tournier et al, 2012). White-
matter tissue was identified from the cor-
tical segmentation performed on the T1-
weighted images and resampled at the res-
olution of the dMRI data. Only white-
matter voxels were used to seed fiber
tracking. We used two tracking meth-
ods: (i) tensor-based deterministic tractog-
raphy (Basser et al, 2000; Lazar et al, 2003;
Tournier et al, 2012) and (ii) CSD-based
probabilistic tracking (Behrens et al, 2003a;
Parker et al, 2003; Tournier et al, 2012) with a
maximum harmonic order of 10 (Lmax = 10,
step size: 0.2mm; minimum radius of curva-
ture, 1mm; maximum length, 200mm; mini-
mum length, 10mm; fibers orientation distri-
bution function ( fODF) amplitude cutoff, was
set to 0.1).
We created candidate whole-brain
connectomes with 500, 000 fascicles in
each individual brain (five), data set
(two) and tractography method (two).
Analysis were performed independently
for each brain. Figures of tracts
and brain images were generated us-
ing the Matlab Brain Anatomy toolbox:
https://github.com/francopestilli/mba.
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IV. Brief introduction to modeling
magnetic resonance diffusion signals
from living human brain tissue
The brain tissue comprises different cell
types (e.g., neurons, astrocytes and oligo-
dendrocytes). dMRI measures signals that
depends on the combination of all cellular
components within the brain tissue. The
dMRI measurements are generally modeled
as the linear combination of two primary
components. One component describes the
directional diffusion signal and is presum-
ably related primarily to the direction of the
neuronal axons wrapped in myelin sheaths
(white matter). This signal is often re-
ferred to as anisotropic diffusion. The other
component describes isotropic diffusion (non-
directional) and is presumably related to the
combination of signals originating from the
rest of the cellular bodies within the brain
tissue. Below we describe the simplest, fun-
damental equations used to model the mea-
sured dMRI signal in relation to the brain tis-
sue components.
dMRI measures the diffusion signal with
and without diffusion sensitization. The
measured signal results from the combina-
tion of diffusion gradient strength, duration
and depends on the interval between two ap-
plied gradient pulses. Below we denote the
strength of sensitization with b and the vec-
tors of measured diffusion directions (direc-
tions along which the diffusion-sensitization
gradients are applied) using the unit-norm
vector θ ∈ R3.
For a given sensitization strength b and
diffusion directions θ, the diffusion signal
measured at each location within a brain
(voxel v) can be computed using the fol-
lowing equation (Behrens et al, 2003b; Frank,
2002):
S(θ, v) ≈ w0S0(v)e
−A0 + ∑
f∈v
w f S0(v)e
−bθTQ f θ,
(1)
where f is the index of the candidate white-
matter fascicles within the voxel, S0(v) is the
non diffusion-weighted signal in voxel v and
A0 is the isotropic apparent diffusion (diffu-
sion in all directions). The value θTQ f θ > 0
gives us the apparent diffusion at direction θ
generated by fascicle f . Q f ∈ R
3×3 is a sym-
metric and positive-definite matrix called ten-
sor (Basser et al, 1994). The tensor allows a
compact representation of the diffusion sig-
nal measured with dMRI. For example, Q f
in the exponent of Eq. 1 can be replaced with
the following simple tensor model:
Q f = [u1 u2 u3]

 sa 0 00 sr1 0
0 0 sr2



 u1u2
u3

 ,
(2)
where un ∈ R3×1 are the unit-norm orthog-
onal vectors that correspond to the semi-
axes of the diffusion tensor ellipsoid, and sa,
sr1 , sr2 define the axial and radial diffusiv-
ity of the tensor, respectively. In the sim-
plest version of the fascicle model, sa = 1
and sr1 = sr2 = 0, which means that diffu-
sion is restricted to the main axis direction
(Behrens et al, 2003b; Pestilli et al, 2014).
V. Brief introduction to multiway ar-
rays
Multiway arrays generalize vectors (1D ar-
ray) and matrices (2D array) to arrays of
higher dimensions, three or more. Such ar-
rays can be used to perform multidimen-
sional factor analysis and decomposition and
are of interest to many scientific disciplines
(Cichocki et al, 2015; Kolda and Bader, 2009).
Below we introduce a few basic concepts and
notation helpful in discussing multiway ar-
rays and their decomposition. We refer the
reader to Table 1 for a summary of basic no-
tations and definitions.
Multiway arrays. Vectors (1D arrays) and
matrices (2D arrays) are denoted below us-
ing boldface lower- and upper-case letters, re-
spectively. For example x ∈ RI and X ∈ RI×J
represent a vector and a matrix, respectively.
A multiway array, also called N-th order ar-
ray, is the generalization of matrices to more
than two dimensions and is denoted by an
underlined boldface capital letter, e.g. X ∈
R
I×J×K is an 3-rd order array of real num-
bers. Elements (i, j, k) of a multiway array
are referred to as xijk.
Array slices. Array slices are used to ad-
dress a multiway array along a single dimen-
sion (a cut through a single dimension of the
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array). Slices are obtained by fixing the in-
dex of one dimension of the multiway array
while letting the other indices vary. For ex-
ample, in a 3-rd order array X ∈ RI×J×K,
we can identify horizontal (i), lateral (j) and
frontal (k) slices by holding fixed the corre-
sponding index of each array dimension (see
Fig. 3A).
Unfolding arrays and mode-n vectors. Mul-
tiway arrays can be conveniently addressed
in any dimension by means of mode-n vec-
tors. Given a multiway array X ∈ RI×J×K, its
mode-n vectors are obtained by holding all
indices fixed except one, thus corresponding
to columns (n = 1), rows (n = 2) and so on
(see Fig. 3B). For example, a 3D multiway
array can be converted into a matrix by re-
arranging its entries (unfolding). The mode-
n unfolded matrix, denoted by X(n) ∈ R
In× I¯n ,
where I¯n = ∏m 6=n Im and whose entry at row
in and column (i1 − 1)I2 · · · In−1 In+1 · · · IN +
· · · + (iN−1 − 1)IN + iN is equal to xi1i2...iN .
For example, mode-2 unfolding builds the
matrix X(2) where its columns are the mode-
2 vectors of the multiway array and the rows
are vectorized versions of the lateral slices,
i.e. spanning dimensions with indices i and
k (see Fig. 3C).
Multiway array by matrix product. Multi-
way arrays can be multiplied by matrices (2D
arrays) only if the matrix and multiway ar-
ray sizes match in the mode specified for the
multiplication. This is a generalization of ma-
trix multiplication. Given a multiway array
X ∈ RI1×I2···×IN and a matrix A ∈ RJ×In , the
mode-n product
Y = X×n A ∈ R
I1×···×In−1×J×In+1···×IN (3)
is defined by:
yi1···in−1jin+1···iN =
In
∑
in=1
xi1···in···iNajin , (4)
with ik = 1, 2, ..., Ik (k 6= n) and j = 1, 2, ..., J.
It is noted that this operation involves the
products of matrix A by each one of the
mode-n vectors of X. In Fig. 3B, the 3-rd
order array by matrix product in mode-2 is
illustrated, i.e. Y = X ×2 A. The size of the
resulting array Y is that of X in mode-1 and
-3 while the size of Y in mode-2 is J, i.e. it is
equal to the number of rows in A.
Mode-2
vector
B A
C 
D 
Frontal slice
Lateral slice
Horizontal slice Mode-1 vector
Mode-2 vector
Mode-3 vector
Figure 3: Multiway array decomposition basic nota-
tion and operations. A. Frontal, lateral and horizontal
slices of an example multiway array. B. Examples of
mode-n vectors. C. Illustration of the mode-2 unfold-
ing matrix X(2). D. Array-by-matrix product (example
product in mode-2). See Table 1 for additional informa-
tion about notation and mathematical definitions.
III. Results
I. The Linear Fascicle Evaluation
model
The Linear Fascicle Evaluation method (LiFE;
Pestilli et al (2014)) allows evaluating the
accuracy of connectomes generated using
dMRI and any fiber tracking algorithm. The
method evaluates the tractography solution
by estimating the contribution to predicting
the measured diffusion signal from all fasci-
cles contained in a connectome (see Fig. 2A
and B for examples of fascicles). The eval-
uation method focuses on the fascicles, for
this reason it predicts the anisotropic diffu-
sion signal; the demeaned diffusion signal
(signal that is independent of isotropic dif-
fusion, first term in the right hand of Eq. 1).
The anisotropic signal within a voxel v is pre-
dicted by demeaning the signal prediction in
6
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Table 1: Mathematical notation and definitions for multiway arrays and decomposition.
X, A, w, b A tensor, a matrix, a vector and a scalar
xi1 i2 ...iN , aij , wi Entries of a tensor, a matrix and a vector
X(:, j, k), X(i, :, k), X(i, j, :) Mode-1, mode-2 and mode-3 vectors are obtained by fixing all but one index
X(i, :, :), X(:, j, :), X(:, :, k) Horizontal, lateral and frontal slices are obtained by fixing all but two indices
X(n) ∈ R
In× I1 I2 ···In−1 In+1···IN
Mode-n unfolding of multiway array X ∈ RI1× I2×···× IN whose entry at row in and
column (i1 − 1)I2 · · · In−1In+1 · · · IN + · · ·+ (iN−1− 1)IN + iN is equal to xi1 i2 ...iN
Y = X×n A ∈ R
I1×···× In−1× J× In+1···× IN
Multiway array by matrix product (in mode-n) where yi1 ···in−1 jin+1···iN =
∑
In
in=1
xi1 ···in ···iN ajin
X ≈ G×1 A1 ×2 A2 ×3 A3
Tucker decomposition: a 3D multiway array X ∈ RI1× I2× I3 is represented as the
product of a core array G ∈ RR1×R2×R3 by factor matrices An ∈ RIn×Rn
x = vec(X) ∈ RI1 I2 ···IN
Vectorization of multiway array X ∈ RI1× I2×···× IN with the entry at position
i1 + ∑
N
k=2[(ik − 1)I1 I2 · · · Ik−1] equal to xi1 i2 ···iN
S0 = diag(S0(1),S0(2), . . . , S0(Nv)) Diagonal Nv × Nv matrix with S0(v,v) = S0(v)
the following way:
S(θ, v)− Iv ≈ ∑
f∈v
w fO f (θ), (5)
where the mean Iv is defined as
Iv =
1
Nθ
∑
θ
S(θ, v), (6)
with Nθ being the number of sensitization
directions and O f (θ) is orientation distribu-
tion function specific to each fascicle, i.e. the
anisotropic modulation of the diffusion sig-
nal around its mean and it is defined as fol-
lows:
O f (θ) = S0(v)
(
e−bθ
TQ f θ −
1
Nθ
∑
θ
e−bθ
TQ f θ
)
.
(7)
The left-side hand in Eq. 5, the demeaned sig-
nal, is the difference between the measured
diffusion signal and the mean diffusion sig-
nal. The right-hand side of Eq. 5 is the pre-
diction model. The LiFE model extends from
the single voxel to all white-matter voxels in
the following way:
y ≈ Mw, (8)
where y ∈ RNθNv is a vector containing the
demeaned signal for all white-matter vox-
els v and across all diffusion directions θ,
i.e. yi = S(θi, vi) − Ivi . The matrix M ∈
R
NθNv×N f contains at column f the signal
contribution O f (θ) given by fascicle f at
voxel v across all directions θ, i.e., M(i, f ) =
O f (θi), and w ∈ R
N f contains the weights
for each fascicle in the connectome. These
weights are estimated by solving the follow-
ing non-negative least-square constrained op-
timization problem:
min
w
(
1
2
‖y−Mw‖2
)
subject to w f ≥ 0, ∀ f .
(9)
This formulation of the LiFE model re-
quires generating a matrix M (Fig. 2C)
that is very large and block-sparse. M is
sparse because fascicles only cross a subset
of all voxels. The matrix has NθNv rows by
N f columns. Given an approximate human
white-matter volume of 500 ml the number
of voxels (Nv) can vary between 50, 000 and
500, 000 depending on the spatial resolution
of the dMRI acquisition (normally between
4-1.25 mm3). Given that modern dMRI acqui-
sition parameters measure between 30 and
300 diffusion directions (Nθ) and that whole-
brain connectomes can contain as little as
100, 000 but as much as 10, 000, 000 fascicles
(columns of M), the size of M can vary be-
tween 10 and 100GB using standard double-
precision floating-point format and sparse
format.
Fig. 2D shows measurements of the size
of M in GB for five individual brains and two
datasets. Such large memory requirements
necessitate large-memory compute-systems
nowadays available in major research institu-
tions (e.g., http://rt.uits.iu.edu/bigred2/,
http://karst.uits.iu.edu). Below we intro-
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duce a novel approach that dramatically re-
duces the storage requirements of the LiFE
model and makes LiFE suitable to run on
standard desktop and notebook computers.
II. Multiway decomposition of the
Linear Fascicle Evaluation model
Major contribution of the present work is
a method to represent the LiFE model
via Sparse Tucker Decomposition (STD;
(Caiafa and Cichocki, 2012)). Before intro-
ducing the method, we briefly discuss the
standard and sparse Tucker-decomposition
methods (see also Methods 1).
Data compression by Tucker decomposition.
Ledyard Tucker, a mathematician who spe-
cialized in statistics and psychometrics, was
first in proposing a decomposition approach
to multidimensional factorization problems
(Tucker, 1966). The approach provides a gen-
eralization of the low-rank approximation
for matrices to multiway arrays. Using the
Tucker model, a 3-rd array X ∈ RI1×I2×I3 ,
is approximated by the following decompo-
sition:
X ≈ G×1 A1 ×2 A2 ×3 A3, (10)
with a core array G ∈ RR1×R2×R3 and factor
matrices An ∈ RIn×Rn . The decomposition is
not guaranteed to provide a good aproxima-
tion, but when it does it compresses data be-
cause it uses a core array that is much smaller
than the original multiway array, i.e. Rn ≪
In. Indeed, the Tucker model provides us
with a powerful compression method. This
is because, instead of storing the whole orig-
inal multiway array, we can store core array
and factors. In this case, Eq. 10 (Tucker, 1966)
is called a low-rank Tucker model because G
is small compared to X (see Fig. 4A).
A simple example can help us explain
how compression is obtained with a stan-
dard low-rank Tucker model. Let consider a
situation where R = R1 = R2 = R3 and I =
I1 = I2 = I3. The low-rank Tucker decom-
position of X requires storing only R3 + 3IR
values. Where R3 is the number of entries of
G and I and R the dimensions of A1, A2 and
A3. Instead, the full multiway array would
require storing I3 values, compression is no-
ticeable especially when G is small meaning
that R≪ I.
B 
A 
Figure 4: Classical and sparse Tucker decomposi-
tion. A. The classical Tucker decomposition (Tucker,
1966) allows representing a 3D multiway array X ∈
R
I1×I2×I3 as the product of core array (green) G ∈
R
R1×R2×R3 by factor matrices An ∈ RIn×Rn (red, yel-
low and blue). Data compression is achieved by consid-
ering very small (dense) core arrays G, meaning that
Rn ≪ In. B. The sparse Tucker Decomposition (STD;
Caiafa and Cichocki (2012)). The core array G is large
but sparse, not dense as in the classical Tucker model.
Data compression is achieved because of the sparsity of
the core array.
Data compression by sparse Tucker decompo-
sition: If the core G of a Tucker decomposi-
tion of a multiway array is sparse, compres-
sion can be achieved even when G is very
large (Caiafa and Cichocki, 2012). Consider
a Tucker model with a large but sparse core
array G ∈ RR1×R2×R3 , see Fig. 3E. Only some
entries in G are nonzero, i.e. gim,jm,km 6= 0 for
m = 1, 2, . . .M where M is the number of
nonzero entries. Storing G all requires stor-
ing: (1) the non-zero coefficients, (2) their
location in G, and (3) the factor matrices
An. This means that the storage cost (or-
der) of the model is 4M+ 3IR (assuming that
R = R1 = R2 = R3 and I = I1 = I2 = I3).
Hereafter, we refer to this model as Sparse
Tucker Decomposition (STD). Compared to
the classical low-rank Tucker model, STD can
provide better compression ratios with rela-
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tively low M, i.e., with very sparse core ar-
rays G (Caiafa and Cichocki, 2013).
Below we show how to apply the STD ap-
proach to the LiFE model. To do so we first
explain how the diffusion signals within a
voxel predicted by the LiFE model can be rep-
resented using dictionaries of precomputed
diffusion prediction signals. After that we
show how to extend the decomposition ap-
proach to the whole white matter volume.
II.1 Decomposing LiFE within a voxel us-
ing prediction dictionaries
The original LiFE model predicts anisotropic
diffusion within a voxel, v, at each measured
diffusion direction, θ, by using the orienta-
tion of the white matter fascicles intersect-
ing the voxel (Fig. 2B; Pestilli et al (2014)).
Fascicles are defined as a list of (x, y, z) spa-
tial coordinates within the brain, the fasci-
cle nodes. To generate the prediction, a de-
meaned tensor model is evaluated parallel
to the orientation of each fascicle node (Eq.
7). Hereafter, we simplify the calculations by
representing the signal prediction for any ar-
bitrary fascicle-node orientation using a dic-
tionary of diffusion prediction signals gener-
ated for a predefined set of orientations regu-
larly sampled over a grid. This grid covers a
plausible rage of fascicles orientations on the
unit-norm sphere (shown in Fig. 2A) given
the resolution of the dMRI data (Fig. 5A).
We define the dictionary matrix D ∈
R
Nθ×Na (Fig. 5B) containing in its columns
the demeaned canonical diffusion signals
called atoms that can be used to approximate
fascicles’ contributions. More specifically, we
define
D(θ, a) = e−bθ
TQaθ −
1
Nθ
∑
θ
e−bθ
TQaθ, (11)
where Qa is the diffusion prediction associ-
ated to the atom a, i.e. with a single ori-
entation in 3D space. Dictionary atoms are
identified by discretizing each spherical co-
ordinate α and β using a grid of values in
the rage [0,pi) (Fig. 5B). The parameter L in-
dicates the number of discretization samples
on the grid. For example, L = 180 indicates
a grid resolution of 1◦ × 1◦ with an approxi-
mate atom number Na ≈ L2.
The dictionary D ∈ RNθ×Na allows pre-
dicting the matrix Mv ∈ R
Nθ×N f , defined as
a block of matrix M corresponding to voxel
v (see Fig. 5C), by decomposing it in the fol-
lowing way:
Mv = S0(v)DΦv, (12)
where Φv ∈ R
Na×N f is a sparse matrix whose
non-zero entries at column f indicates the
dictionary atoms selected to predict the voxel
signal, given the orientations of the fascicles
in the voxel. In sum, instead of storing the in-
dividual contribution of each fascicle within
a voxel, we store only the indices to the dic-
tionary atoms, and avoid multiple versions
of very similar signals. Below we extend the
STD of LiFE from single voxels to the entire
white matter volume. We show that for each
data set used we can find a finite number of
dictionary atoms that generate predictions as
accurate as those obtained with the original
LiFE model.
II.2 Extending the LiFE decomposition
model across all voxels
The original LiFE model comprises a single
very large block-sparse matrix (M in Eq. 8).
The matrix M ∈ RNθNv×N f can be converted
into a multiway array by mapping the dif-
fusion directions (θ), voxels (v) and fasci-
cles ( f ), onto the dimensions of a 3D mul-
tiway array M ∈ RNθ×Nv×N f . Representing
M as a 3D multiway array M allows us us-
ing a Sparse Tucker decomposition approach
and compress its size (Caiafa and Cichocki,
2012).
To fully exploit the Sparse Tucker Decom-
position we consider both the LiFE model M
and its optimization problem, as defined in
Eq. 8. This equation can be conveniently
rewritten using multiway arrays in the fol-
lowing manner (see Fig. 6A):
Y ≈ M×3 w
T , (13)
where matrix Y ∈ RNθ×Nv is the matrix ver-
sion of vector y, and M ∈ RNθ×Nv×N f is a 3-
way array. The lateral slices of M are defined
by the matrices Mv ∈ R
Nθ×N f defined in Eq.
12, these represent matrices Mv correspond-
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Voxel
B A
C 
Diffusion signals associated to fascicles
intersecting voxel 
Nodes of fascicle      within voxel 
Node of fascicle      within voxel 
Demeaned predicted diffusion signal 
for three example atoms
Empty matrix entries Empty matrix entries
Figure 5: Discretization of the LiFE model. A. Discretization of the unit-norm sphere and mapping of the spher-
ical coordinates to a single index a. The unit sphere of diffusion directions is sampled by using a uniform grid
of spherical coordinates (using a selected choice of α and β values see Fig. 2A for definitions). B. Construction
of the diffusion prediction dictionary. Demeaned diffusion predictions are generated for each spherical coordinate
(orientation) and measured diffusion direction. Predictions are stored in the columns of a dictionary of diffusion
predictions, D, whose columns identify different fascicles orientations (Na) and rows the predicted diffusion in a
measured diffusion direction (Nθ). C. Modeling the diffusion signal in a voxel using the discretized LiFE model.
The measured signal in voxel v is organized as a matrix, Mv. The signal predicted by each fascicle (two in our
example) and nodes (three in our example) passing in v is approximated by combining the diffusion prediction of
the dictionary atoms (columns of D) with directions closest to the orientation of the fascicles nodes (yellow, blue
and red). Non-zero entries in Φv indicate the atoms corresponding to the nodes in the fascicles, f1 and f2 in the
example.
ing to each white matter voxel. Furthermore,
Eq. 12 shows that each lateral slice of M is
scaled by S0(v), which we represent at a di-
agonal matrix S0. This allows us writing the
LiFE model that encompasses all voxels by
using an efficient Sparse Tucker Decomposi-
tion (STD):
M = Φ×1 D×2 S0, (14)
where the 3-way array Φ ∈ RNa×Nv×N f
has as lateral slices the matrices
Φv ∈ R
Na×N f and matrix S0 =
diag(S0(1), S0(2), . . . , S0(Nv)) ∈ R
Nv×Nv is a
diagonal matrix with values S0(v) along the
main diagonal. By combining Eqs. (13) and
(14) we obtain the following Sparse Tucker
decomposition of the LiFE model (see also
Fig. 6B):
Y ≈ Φ×1 D×2 S0 ×3 w
T. (15)
Φ is the core of the multiway decomposition,
because Φ is sparse it results in strong data
compression (see section V). Below we intro-
duce the set of operations necessary to build
and optimize (fit) the STD LiFE model.
III. Building the STD LiFE model
The STD LiFE model is built using a large
collection of white matter fascicles estimated
using computational tractography, the con-
nectome (Sporns et al, 2005). Fascicles in
the connectome are represented as a list of
(x, y, z) brain coordinates. The Φ core-array
of STD LiFE model is then built in the follow-
ing way: (1) the orientation of each fascicle’s
10
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( f ) node (n) is identified in spherical coordi-
nates (α, β); (2) nodes’ orientation is mapped
to the closest atom (a) in the dictionary (D);
(3) the entry in Φ corresponding to each iden-
tified voxel, fascicle and atom is set to 1:
Φ(a, v, f ) = 1, (16)
The rest of the entries in Φ are set to zero.
A
B 
Figure 6: Sparse Tucker Decomposition of LiFE prob-
lem. A. Multiway version of the LiFE method y ≈
Mw, Eq. 14. B. LiFE problem decomposition by
Sparse Tucker method, Eq. 15.
IV. Optimizing the STD LiFE model
Building the STD LiFE model is the first
of two steps in evaluating a brain con-
nectome. The final step requires finding
the non-negative weights that least-square
fit the measured diffusion data. This is
a convex problem that can be solved us-
ing a variety of Non-Negative Least Squares
(NNLS) optimization algorithms (9). The
original LiFE problem, was solved using a
NNLS algorithm based on first-order meth-
ods (Kim et al, 2013). Hereafter, we show
how to modify the optimization algorithm to
exploit the STD LiFE model.
The optimization of the STD LiFE needs
to be performed using its core array (Φ) and
matrices (D and S0; Eq. 14). The gradient
of the original objective function for the LiFE
model can be written as follows:
∇w
(
1
2
‖y−Mw‖2
)
= MTMw, (17)
where M ∈ RNθNv×N f is the original LiFE
model, w ∈ RNf the fascicle weights and
y ∈ RNθNv the demeaned diffusion signal.
Because the STD version does not explic-
itly store M in the following section we de-
scribe how to perform two basic operations
(y = Mw and w = MTy) using the multiway
decomposition to compute the optimization
gradient. Appendix A reports pseudocode
implementing the operations.
IV.1 Computing y = Mw
The product Mw can be computed in the fol-
lowing way using a 3D-array by vector prod-
uct:
Y = M×3 w
T , (18)
where the result is a matrix Y ∈ RNθ×Nv , a
matrix version of the vector y. Using the STD
LiFE model (Eq. 14) the product is written as
follows:
Y = Φ×1 D×2 S0 ×3 w
T. (19)
IV.2 Computing w = MTy
The product w = MTy can be computed us-
ing the STD LiFE model in the following way
(Kolda and Bader, 2009):
w = MTy = M(3)y = Φ(3)(S0 ⊗D
T)y, (20)
where ⊗ is the Kronecker product. Eq. 20
equation can be written as follows:
w = Φ(3)vec(D
TYS0), (21)
where vec() stands for the vectorization op-
eration, i.e. to convert a matrix to a vec-
tor by stacking its columns in a long vector
(Caiafa and Cichocki, 2012).
Because matrix Φ(3) is very sparse, we
avoid computing the large and dense matrix
DTYS0 and multiply only the non-zero en-
tries in Φ(3). This allows maintaining effi-
cient memory usage and limits the necessary
number of CPU cycles.
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Figure 7: Reduction in memory usage using STD
LiFE. A. The memory requirement of M plotted against
memory requirement of the STD model (Eq. 14, L =
360, STN96 data, probabilistic tractography, Lmax =
10). B. Memory requirement for M and STD (Eq. 14)
as function of the number of measured diffusion direc-
tions (Ntheta, L = 360, STN96 data, probabilistic trac-
tography, Lmax = 10). C. Memory requirement for M
and STD (Eq. 14) as function of the number of fas-
cicles in the connectome (N f , L = 360, STN96 data,
probabilistic tractography, Lmax = 10)
V. Model storage reduction
Fig. 7A compares memory usage by M (Fig.
2C; Pestilli et al (2014)) and the STD LiFE
model (Eq. 14). The storage requirements of
M and the STD model can also be computed
analytically. To do so we assume that all fas-
cicles have the same number of nodes Nn and
that there are no more than one node per fas-
cicle, per voxel. Under these assumptions the
amount of memory necessary to store each
fascicle f is proportional to NθNn, thus the
storage cost of M is:
C(M) = O(NnNθN f ). (22)
Conversely, storing fascicles in the STD
model require 4Nn values only (i.e. the set of
the non-zero coefficients and their locations
within the core multi-way array Φ). Thus
the amount of memory required by the STD
model is:
C(M) = O(4NnN f + NθNa), (23)
where NθNa is the storage associated with
the dictionary matrix D ∈ RNθ×Na . Please
note that S0 is absorbed as Φ = Φ ×2 S0
without affecting sparsity, i.e., with no ef-
fect on the storage. Storage reduction can be
straightforwardly computed as follows:
sred = 1−
4
Nθ
−
Na
NnN f
. (24)
Fig. 7B shows memory usage for the mod-
els in (Pestilli et al, 2014) and Eq. 14 as func-
tion of number of diffusion directions Nθ in
the data. Given a fixed number of fascicles
N f and nodes Nn in a brain storage of M
grows linearly with the number of diffusion
directions (Ntheta; see Eq. 22) much faster
than the STD model (Eq. 23).
Fig. 7C shows memory usage for the
models in (Pestilli et al, 2014) and Eq. 14 as
function of the number of fascicles in a con-
nectome (N f ). The storage of M grows lin-
early with N f and grows much faster than
the STD model.
In sum, the STD model provides substan-
tial reduction in memory requirements. The
reduction in memory consumption achieved
by the STD model becomes more important
as the number of measured directions and
fascicles in a connectome increase.
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VI. Model accuracy
The STD model provides only an approxima-
tion of the original LiFE model. This is be-
cause of the discretization introduced by the
dictionary (D, see Fig. 5A). Fig. 8 shows that
the STD model achieves accuracy similar to
the original model. We compared the accu-
racy of the STDmodel in both, predicting the
demeaned signal and estimating the weights
of the original model.
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Figure 8: The STD model is as accurate as the origi-
nal LiFE model. A. Difference in mean cross-validated
r.m.s error for a range of discretization steps between
the STD and original LiFE models. B. Relative error in
estimating the fascicles weights between the STD and
original LiFE model for a range of discretization steps
(STN96 data, probabilistic tractography, Lmax = 10).
Fig. 8A shows the difference between
the r.m.s error of the STD and original LiFE
model. We fit the STD model using dif-
ferent number of discretization steps of the
spherical coordinates (5A). To do so, the
number of discretization steps was varied
(L = 23, 45, 90, 180, 360 and 720) and the dif-
ference in mean r.m.s. in predicting the de-
meaned diffusion signal across the whole
white-matter volume was computed in refer-
ence to the mean r.m.s. of the original model.
The mean r.m.s. used for comparison was
cross-validated to an independent data set
((Pestilli et al, 2014)).
Fig. 8B shows the relative error of the
STD model in estimating the weights as-
signed by the original LiFE model to each
fascicle. We fit the STD model using dif-
ferent number of discretization steps of the
spherical coordinates as in 8A. We computed
the relative error in the estimated weights
as ‖w0 − w1‖/‖w0‖ where w0, w1 are the
weights of the original and STD models, re-
spectively. Results show that for the data sets
tested, L ≥ 360 allows achieving error below
1%.
VII. Reproduction of results from
Pestilli et al (2014)
We demonstrated that a Sparse Tucker De-
composition model achieves similar accuracy
to the original LiFE model and reduces stor-
age requirements by 97%. Fig. 9 shows
that the STD model replicates a major re-
sult of the original (Pestilli et al, 2014). The
scatter plot shows the cross-validated r.m.s.
in predicting the demeaned diffusion signal
of a probabilistic and deterministic tractogra-
phy connectome. Results show that the STD
model replicates the findings of Pestilli et al
(2014) demonstrating a larger r.m.s. for the
deterministic tractogrpahy connectome in a
majority of the white matter volume (see Fig.
1C for the same plot computed using the
original LiFE model).
VIII. Open source LiFE software
and reproducibility of results.
The Matlab implementation of LiFE soft-
ware using the new STD model is pro-
vided at github.com/brain-life/life and
francopestilli.github.io/life . The Matlab
implementation uses the Matlab Tensor Tool-
box (Bader et al, 2012) and mex files com-
piled for Mac OSX and 64-bit Linux dis-
tributions. The software has been tested
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to run on a standard Notebook computers
with less then 8GB of RAM. Processing a
whole brain connectome with 500,000 fasci-
cles of the STN150 dataset using a single
CPU thread (Notebook computer, 2.2GHz In-
tel Core i7 processor and 8GB RAM) requires
about 5 hours (L = 360).
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Figure 9: The STD model replicates major results of
(Pestilli et al, 2014). The scatter plot shows the r.m.s.
errors in predicting the demeaned diffusion signal of
two tractography models. The r.m.s. error of a proba-
bilistic connectome is plotted against that of a determin-
istic connectome. R.m.s. was computed using a single
subjects from the STN96 data set using CSD-based
probabilistic tractography (Lmax = 10) and tensor-
based deterministic tractography and the STD LiFE
model with discretization parameter L = 360.
IV. Discussion
The number of brain dataset collected using
modern neuroimaging methods is growing
at exponentially fast pace. At the same time
both data resolution, as well as the size of the
populations of human brains being acquired
and shared are growing (Amunts et al, 2013;
Scott et al, 2011; Van Essen and Ugurbil,
2012; Van Essen et al, 2013; Zuo et al, 2014).
The next generation of brain science will
require collaborative efforts between the neu-
roscience community as well as the infor-
matics and signal processing communities
(Garyfallidis et al, 2014; Gorgolewski et al,
2011; Perez and Granger, 2007).
The present article focuses on the appli-
cation of modern signal processing meth-
ods for big data to neuroimaging. More
speficically we present an example appli-
cation to diffusion imaging and tractogra-
phy evaluation (Pestilli et al, 2014). Ma-
jor value of dMRI and tractography is
to allow measuring white-matter in living
brains in an individualized manner, one
brain at the time. Major efforts are be-
ing put forth to improve the representation
of the white matter at the macro-, meso-
and micro-structural level (Assaf and Basser,
2005; Assaf et al, 2008, 2013; Daducci et al,
2015a,b; Garyfallidis et al, 2012; Pestilli et al,
2014; Smith et al, 2006; Yeatman et al, 2012;
Yendiki et al, 2011; Zhang et al, 2012). The
digital nature of neuroimaging data and the
availability of large in-vivo databases affords
developing new methods to built individ-
ual connectomes and compute their accuracy,
and validate the results (Pestilli et al, 2014).
Computational tractography methods ex-
ploit the diffusion-weighted signal measured
with MRI to identify plausible trajectories
of white matter tracts. Most tractogra-
phy methods estimate candidate tracts one
node at a time. Beyond the great excite-
ment brought about by all these technolo-
gies, much work is necessary to develop ap-
proaches for evaluation and validation of
results (Catani et al, 2012; Jones et al, 2013;
Sporns et al, 2005). To date two primary ap-
proaches have been used to tractography val-
idation. First, the geometric accuracy of trac-
tography has been compared to simulated
and physical phantoms (Fillard et al, 2011;
Schreiber et al, 2014; Zheng et al, 2014). Sec-
ond, tracts and connections identified us-
ing tractography have been compared to
connections obtained with staining meth-
ods in postmortem tissue (Azadbakht et al,
2015; Parker et al, 2002; Seehaus et al, 2013;
Sherbondy et al, 2008; Thomas et al, 2014).
These validation approaches have helped es-
tablishing that tractography is accurate to a
certain degree and can well identify tracts
within the core white matter.
Attempts to improve tractography have
focussed on what is called global tractog-
raphy. Global tractography methods eval-
uate the plausibility of the tractography
estimates by comparing individual stream-
lines trajectories with models of the dMRI
signal or heuristic rules about streamline
smoothness(Aganj et al, 2011; Fillard et al,
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2009, 2011; Jbabdi et al, 2007, 2008; Li et al,
2012; Neher et al, 2012; Reisert et al, 2011;
Sherbondy et al, 2008). Alternative ap-
proaches to global tractography have pro-
posed the concurrent estimation of the bio-
physical properties of the white matter fas-
cicles and surrounding tissue (Girard et al,
2015; Kaden et al, 2015; Sherbondy et al,
2011, 2009; Zhang and Laidlaw, 2006). His-
torically global tractography methods have
been considered computationally intensive
tasks with limited applicability to routine
study of the human brain in healthy and dis-
eased populations.
Recently a method for tractography
evaluation based on linearized models
(Pestilli et al, 2014) has been proposed
and applied to study living connectomes
(Gomez et al, 2015; Takemura et al, 2015;
Yeatman et al, 2014). The method separates
the process of tracking from that of global
evaluation of the fascicles (Sherbondy et al,
2008). Similarly a family of algorithms
based on linearized models have been pro-
posed to solve a series of estimation prob-
lems identified in modern tractogrpahy, as
well as for studying of the tissue microstruc-
ture (Daducci et al, 2015a,b). This new gen-
eration of linearized methods for microstruc-
ture estimation, tractography evaluation are
paving the road for new avenues of investi-
gation and the study of the white matter in
vivo.
The contribution of the work presented
here is to introduce the general framework
of multiway decomposition methods that
can potentially be applied to any type of
linearized neuroimaging models. The de-
composition methods allow reducing the
computational complexity of the neuroimag-
ing models and in doing so can increase the
impact of these models. The application of
multiway decomposition methods to neu-
roimaging will pave the road to use global
estimation and evaluation methods to study
large populations of human brains with in-
creasingly high spatial resolution and to ap-
ply the modern methods to study the hu-
man brain in normal and clinical populations
such as those available in modern databases
(Scott et al, 2011; Van Essen and Ugurbil,
2012; Van Essen et al, 2013).
Appendix A: Computational
algorithms.
Below we report pseudo code for the two
operations necessary to fit the decomposed
LiFE model. These operations provide the
option of being implemented using multi-
threading methods. This is because the in-
stances in the loop are independent and al-
low parallel computations.
Algorithm 1 : y = M_times_w(Φ,D,S0,w)
Require: Decomposition components (Φ, D, S0) and
vector w ∈ RNf .
Ensure: y = Mw
1: Φ = Φ ×2 S0; the result is a very large but
still very sparse 3D-array.
2: Y = Φ ×3 w
T ; the result is a large but very
sparse matrix (Na × Nv)
3: Y = DY; the result is a relatively small
matrix (Nθ × Nv)
4: y = vec(Y)
5: return y;
Algorithm 2 : w = Mtransp_times_y(Φ,D,S0,y)
Require: Decomposition components (Φ, D, S0) and
vector y ∈ RNθNv .
Ensure: w = MTy
1: Y ∈ RNθ×Nv ← y ∈ RNθNv ; reshape vector y
into a matrix Y
2: Φ = Φ ×2 S0; the result is a very large but
still very sparse 3D-array.
3: [a, v, f, c] = get_nonzero_entries(Φ); a(n), v(n), f (n),
c(n) indicate the atom, the voxel, the fascicle and
coefficient associated to node n, respectively, with
n = 1, 2, . . . ,Nn;
4: w = 0 ∈ RNf ; Initialize weights with zeros
5: for n = 1 to Nn do
6: w( f (n)) = w( f (n))+ DT(:, a(n))Y(:,v(n))c(n);
7: end for
8: return w;
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